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Big Data Strategy Workshop
Helping clients understand how big data and
advanced analytics can advance a public sector
organization’s strategic priorities.

Highlights:












A one-day workshop to jumpstart your
understanding of how big data can help
your organization achieve its business
priorities.
Big Data Strategy Workshop is an
offering IBM provides free of charge
Provides a foundation for using big data
and advanced analytics to reach your
organization‟s business goals
Identifies your unique needs and
provides tailored recommendations based
on that analysis
Applies real-world case studies to
demonstrate the big data advanced
analytics value proposition.
Develops high-level roadmaps to help
guide subsequent implementation
Provides opportunity to engage with
IBM to develop a proof of concept and
business case.

Every day, we create massive amounts of data – so much that 90% of the
data in the world today has been created in the last two years alone. Big
data challenges include collecting, storing, managing, analyzing, and
sharing this information. As with any advancement, Big Data comes
with both opportunities and challenges. An in-depth understanding of
these issues is critical to achieving the desired benefits and path forward.
Developing your strategy, defining your business objectives, determining
your data needs, and understanding the capabilities required to meet these
needs will ensure that you get the most out of your big data.

Workshop overview
The Big Data Strategy Workshop is a structured, interactive, and
collaborative meeting where IBM will guide your business and IT
stakeholders through an understanding of big data and how its
capabilities can best be leveraged to meet your organization‟s needs. In
the course of the workshop, IBM will: help you evaluate and prioritize
your business strategic initiatives and challenges; facilitate an assessment
of your organization‟s "as is" and "to be" IT process and technology
states; identify the gaps and the IT capabilities needed to support this
business strategy; follow-up and deliver a roadmap to guide your
adoption of big data and analytics capabilities; and discuss how this
information can enable you to extract relevant insights to meet your
strategic priorities.

IBM’s approach to helping you unlock big data
Big data spans four dimensions: volume, velocity, variety and veracity.
The workshop will explore each of these dimensions and their impact on
your business challenges. We start the Big Data Strategy Workshop by
identifying business initiatives related to big data challenges. We then
define the underpinning use cases that would create value for your
agency and your constituents. IBM will assess your organization‟s
analytics maturity to identify gaps and develop a technical strategy to fill
these gaps. IBM will create roadmaps based on industry best practices to
achieve desired big data capabilities. We will work with you to show how
these big data solutions better meet your organization‟s initiatives.
Subsequent to the workshop, we will explore with you avenues for
further collaboration, which could include a proof of concept.
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Workshop approach

Why IBM

Pre-Workshop Planning






Planning session with client to understand key issue areas,
discuss specific session goals, and tailor desired outcomes.
Baseline potential value drivers and barriers within the
organization.





At the Workshop








Understanding – Define and review big data challenges
agreed upon at the pre-workshop planning and discuss these
challenges‟ impact on business objectives
Best Practices - Discuss industry best practices and points
of view
Business Strategy - Review and prioritize your
organization‟s strategic priorities and current business
capabilities that will be the focus of this exercise
Desired State - Determine your organization‟s desired „tobe‟ capabilities, measurements, and benefits
Maturity Status -. Assess your current and desired big data
and analytic capabilities. Figure 1 illustrates an analytics
example showing IBM‟s Analytics Maturity Model





Proven approach to helping our clients to leverage big data and
analytics across the Public Sector.
Broad and deep expertise in building the full range of big data
and advanced analytics capabilities from strategy through
execution and management.
Best practices, connected knowledge, and experience
implementing Big Data and advanced analytics strategy across
the Public and Commercial Sectors.
Worldwide research and innovation centers, with $6 billion in
R&D funding and 18 consecutive years of being awarded the
most U.S. patents.
Recognized leader in Big Data, Business Analytics and
Optimization, Business Intelligence, and Information
Management products and services.

To Request a Workshop


Please email: ASCDC@us.ibm.com
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Figure 1: Analytics Maturity Model

Post Workshop Report








IBM will prepare your Big Data Strategy Workshop report
and will schedule a meeting to discuss the findings, and
recommendations.
The report will include a big data advanced analytics
consensus roadmap to support your organization‟s big data
business strategy.
Also included, will be capability analysis and
implementation roadmap recommendations, and bestpractices for moving forward.
The report will provide suggestions for potential proof of
concepts that can be used to develop a business case for
going forward.
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